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 •. You are welcome to download the.zip files (Windows 7) from the following URL: Note that you should download the 16-bit version. You may find that one of the.zip files, the Windows7.zip, has the 32-bit version and the other, the Windows7-2K.zip, has the 64-bit version. It is a good idea to download the 32-bit version, especially if you are running Windows 7 Home or Vista Business, as the
64-bit version will result in slower performances. •. Please note that you should leave the downloaded.zip file on your desktop (without extracting it, i.e. if you double click on the.zip file, it should open in the archive manager). Note that eFilm is compatible with Windows 7. You may install Windows 7 with a bit of tinkering. For more information on the process, see this tutorial. •. You can also use
the free Windows 7 installation CD to install Windows 7 on the same drive as eFilm (you will need the CD to create a bootable Windows 7 CD-ROM). •. eFilm 2.0 supports a single partition for all media. •. eFilm 2.0 does not support making image backups on a DVD. •. eFilm 2.0 is available in the English version only (version 2.0 only supports English language). •. All movie files are compressed
using the XVID codec (which is sometimes called DivX, or DivX 5).•. All Windows video files are stored in the CineForm (CIN) format. •. The CineForm format is a binary format. If you have already edited or created your movie using other programs, you will have to use eFilm in order to edit the movie. You can use any CIN editor. •. eFilm 2.0 is intended for Windows users only. •. By default,

eFilm 2.0 uses the standard Windows shortcuts. •. The standard shortcuts are: Alt-Tab for switching between programs, Ctrl-F4 for quitting, and Ctrl-Escape for the Windows Windows key. •. eFilm 2.0 is a 32-bit application.•. eFilm 2.0 uses the DirectX 3.0 API for the rendering of movie frames. EFM This is the easiest way to convert an image into a movie. EFM is a direct conversion program that
creates the movie 82157476af
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